Neural networks in building QSAR models.
This chapter critically reviews some of the important methods being used for building quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models using the artificial neural networks (ANNs). It attends predominantly to the use of multilayer ANNs in the regression analysis of structure-activity data. The highlighted topics cover the approximating ability of ANNs, the interpretability of the resulting models, the issues of generalization and memorization, the problems of overfitting and overtraining, the learning dynamics, regularization, and the use of neural network ensembles. The next part of the chapter focuses attention on the use of descriptors. It reviews different descriptor selection and preprocessing techniques; considers the use of the substituent, substructural, and superstructural descriptors in building common QSAR models; the use of molecular field descriptors in three-dimensional QSAR studies; along with the prospects of "direct" graph-based QSAR analysis. The chapter starts with a short historical survey of the main milestones in this area.